MÜHLE HUNZIKEN
AS OF 1.9.2020 THE NEW SEASON BEGINS WITH MASKS!
Your health is our top priority. That’s why we’re doing everything we can to ensure that you
can continue to enjoy concerts at the Mühle Hunziken:
MASK OBLIGATION
Sure, masks are weird. But we will have to get used to mask; in public transportation, in
sports stadiums, at the circus, at the theatre - and also when enjoying concerts at the Mühle
Hunziken. The Mühle Hunziken wants to set a good example and from September 1, 2020, as
one of the first concert venues in Switzerland, we are introducing the compulsory wearing of
masks inside interior premises. The mask not only allows to protect one another - it also
goes towards preventing possible quarantine measures. According to the current definition
of the Cantonal Office of Medicine, a contact in which both persons wear a mask is not
considered to be a close contact and would therefore not lead to quarantine. When
consuming drinks and snacks, the mask may be taken off briefly. Wherever possible,
however, we recommend that consumption be restricted to the outdoor area in the
beautiful Müligarten.
COLLECTION OF CONTACT DATA
Please register once at https://covtr.app before the Mill-events and bring your personal QR
code with an official ID to the event. Guests without a smartphone can also bring a printed
copy of the QR code with them. Your contact data will be collected according to the highest
data protection standards and will be deleted after 14 days.
SWISS COVID APP
We also recommend using the SwissCovidApp, which ensures proper contact tracing even
outside the Mühle Hunziken.
Download AppStore
Download Playstore
DETAILED INFOS
A few days before each concert, every ticket purchaser will be informed in detail by email
about all the protective measures. For concerts with more than 300 attendees there will be
two sectors (the “Sektor unten” on the first and second floor and the “Sektor oben” on the
upper floors). Both sectors have their own entrance, bar, toilets and emergency exits. In the
Müligarten, both sectors will be provided with nice garden tables where the safety distances
are kept and masks can be taken off. Inside the Hunziken Mill there are also many seats and
places to retreat. The stage area is cordoned off so that a minimum distance of 1.5m to the
performing artists can be maintained at all times. The two fumoirs will be kept smoke-free
and smoking will only be outside.
Our protection concept is based on the enactments of the Federal Council, the Federal
Office of Public Health (FOPH) and the Canton of Berne. It is continuously reviewed and
adapted. Anyone who feels ill, must stay at home.
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There are additional measures for the sold-out stand-up concerts in September:
-

The concert with SPAN will be spread out over two dates (Fri, 4.9. and Sat, 12.9.).
Span will play twice in front of only 250 instead of 500 people, distributed over 3
floors. Ticket buyers will be informed by email in the next few days and can freely
choose on which evening they want to come.

-

MARLA GLEN will also play two concerts at the Hunziken-Mill So, 13.9., likewise only
in front approx. 250 persons, distributed over three floors. There will be one
afternoon and one evening concert, ticket buyers will be informed in the next few
days and can freely choose which concert they want to attend.

-

The sold-out standing concerts with CHLYKLASS (2 concerts) as well as LOCO ESCRITO
are postponed to 2021. The tickets remain valid. All ticket buyers will be informed
about the new dates by email in the next days.

-

The other concerts in September will take place and we will apply the extensive
protective measures listed above, so that you can feel safe at all times.

In addition, we have planed some new events for only 200 attendees: Konstantin Wecker on
Tue, 1.9., 77 Bombay Street (Duo Set) on Fri, 18.9., and I Quattro on Sat, 26.9., will perform
at the Mill in this very exclusive setting.
Furthermore: If concerts are postponed, the tickets remain valid for the new date. If
concerts are cancelled, we will refund 100% of the ticket price. So you take no risk when
buying tickets.
We thank you for your help & your solidarity. We will do everything we can to offer you a
colourful cultural program, even in these stormy times. And you can be sure that while doing
so, we are thinking of your health. Muchas gracias!
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